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Language, often construed as the key to integration and employment, is a key means of 

regulating citizenship and labour. For instance, language training workshops in Toronto, 

Canada aim to teach un- and under-employed immigrants how to appropriately communicate 

“the self” to potential employers. Based on long-term ethnographic fieldwork, this talk 

examines how the Canadian government and integration programs, primarily Enhanced 

Language Training (ELT), encourage un- and under-employed professional immigrants to 

engage in various forms of “hope labour” (Kuehn and Corrigan 2013), such as volunteering 

and skills training, that promise employability in the future. Integration workshops present 

simple correlations between investments in one’s skills and enhanced employability that tend 

tounravel in practice. This talk explores the contradictions and limits of such neoliberal logics 

of self-investment. For instance, language and communication skills training are also caught 

up in multiple and Otherized meta-semiotic frames and colonial hierarchies of value that 

shape belonging and structure access to resources. 

While un(der)employed immigrants question neoliberal logics of individual responsibility, 

this talk further shows how they are nevertheless reproduced through deep attachments to 

meaningful work and upward mobility. Through the promise and expectations that hope 

labour fosters, the un- and under-employed circulate in an affective economy and transition 

industry that produce perpetual engagement (Ducey 2007). While desirable and secure work 

for many new immigrants is endlessly deferred, perpetual engagement increases the 

probability of extracting economic and social value from the activities of the precariously 

un(der)employed. For instance, the increasing availability of credit and loans for new 

immigrants’ retraining, creates new sources of value and risk through the financialization of 

human capital investment. This talk thereby examines how language training is caught up in 

new markets and economization processes that emerged with the precariatizaton of labour 

and the neoliberalization of the welfare state. 
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